Abstract. We present an algorithm and implementation, UNION3, for computing mass properties of the union of many identical axis-aligned cubes. This implementation has processed 20,000,000 cubes on a dual processor Pentium Xeon workstation in about one elapsed hour. The ideas would extend to the union of general polyhedra.
Introduction
3-D geometric applications sometimes create an object as the union of a large set of polyhedra. For example, in CAD/CAM, the volume swept by a cutting tool may be approximated by one polyhedron for each segment of the tool path. On occasion we don't need the resulting polyhedron itself, but only certain mass properties. This presents several opportunities for optimization.
First, the usual method for computing the volume of the union of many polyhedra proceeds by forming a (log N ) level computation tree that combines successively larger intermediate polyhedra pair by pair. The execution time is probably N (log N ) 2 to N 2 (log N ) 2 depending on the size of the intermediate polyhedra and the efficiency of the polyhedron intersections. There may be many intermediate vertices even when the output polyhedron has few.
Next, efficiently combining polyhedra is more difficult than combining polygons. Sweeping space with a plane, while keeping order among all the active faces, is more intricate than sweeping a plane with a line that keeps track of active edges.
Third, if we need only the volume, or similar mass property, of the computed polyhedron, then it is unnecessary completely to compute the union polyhedron first. Indeed, we need only its vertices with their neighborhood geometries.
Prior Art
There appear to be few results for object combination in 3-D, except for the following special cases: efficiently intersecting convex polyhedra (CD87; Cha89; MP78; Sug94), intersecting a convex polyhedron with a general one (DMY93; MS85), fast detection of polyhedral intersection (DK83) , and uniting convex polyhedra (AST97) . Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) is well documented, (Cam91; Epp92; LTH86), though its efficient methods tend to use bounding boxes.
(ZE02) presents a fast algorithm for intersecting boxes in 3D. Various heuristics are combined to optimize the implementation, for which tests on 500,000 boxes were reported. Although the general optimization techniques are very useful, extending this particular algorithm to compute properties of a union is not at all obvious since the characteristics of intersections and unions of boxes are quite different. E.g., intersections are convex, while unions are often not even connected. (Eri03) computes any Boolean combo of two local polyhedra in O(N log N ) time. However since the faces of a union are often not simplices, our polyhedra are not local. (Vig) gives a new algorithm to report intersecting pairs among n objects in a fixed dimension d. Again, this is considerably easier than computing unions.
In 2-D, the well-known plane sweep methods for line segment intersection take from T = θ(K + N log N ) for a complex topological sweep up to T = θ((N + K) log N ) for a simple plane sweep. N is the number of input line segments, and K the number of output intersections. For the large values of N in this paper, the (log N ) is significant. Of course, these methods' worst-case time is much better than ours, since an adversary can hurt the performance of our "input-sensitive" method. Also our computation model is more powerful than that used by the plane sweep methods; we can compute modulo in constant time.
The prior art on mass properties of boolean combinations of polyhedra is similarly sparse, (BN83; Mir96). Some of these local topological formulae could well date to the discovery of analytic geometry, (Des44), but actual citations earlier than (Fra87; NF91b; FCK + 90) are elusive. Large geometric and cartographic data sets are now being processed, perhaps with external algorithms, (TWA + 01; Cen01).
Our big problem is to compute mass properties, including second order moments, center of gravity, volume, area, and edge length, of a very complex polyhedron defined by a constructive solid geometry tree. The immediate goal is to demonstrate a solution to a restricted subproblem, where the only operation is union, and the primitive objects are identical cubes, and to demonstrate it on as large an input example as possible.
We have produced a prototype implementation, UNION3, of the restricted case, which finds mass properties of the union of many identical cubes. This implementation has processed 20,000,000 cubes, containing half a billion subfacets, on a dual processor Pentium Xeon workstation in about one hour. Smaller examples take proportionally less time. E.g., processing 1000 cubes with edge length 0.1 takes 2 elapsed seconds on a 1600 MHz laptop.
UNION3 works by combining three techniques. The first is a set of local topological formulae for computing polyhedral mass properties. Let {v i } be some polyhedron P's set of vertices. Let M be any one of the mass properties listed earlier.
Then there exists a function f M such that M = i f M (v i ). (The center of mass is the ratio of two such formulae.) f M (v) depends on only v's location and local geometry and topology. That includes the directions in which any edges or faces are adjacent on v, and which adjacent sector is inside. No global topology is used, such as complete face or edge information, or edge loops and face shells. Provided that the polyhedron is valid, these formulae are valid regardless of global connectivity such as the number of components and their containment hierarchy.
The first advantage of such formulae is that determining vertices and local information of a boolean combination is much easier than determining global information, such as complete output edges and faces. The second is that our data structures are much more compact, so larger examples are feasible.
The second technique is a 3-D grid of uniform cells. Each cell records the overlaps of itself with any edge, face, or polyhedron. Intersection tests are performed only between objects overlapping the same cell. Therefore, we can quickly cull out pairs of groups of objects that cannot possibly intersect. This simple technique is effective because testing two line segments (or other primitives) for intersection is much faster than updating a complicated topological data structure. Therefore, testing, say, ten pairs to find one intersection is faster than performing a plane sweep operation while maintaining ordering information. This is also why the uniform grid also performs quite well in practice on even quite irregular actual data. For example, we describe intersecting all the edges in two anisotropic meshes, whose edges' lengths have a spread of 100:1.
The third technique, building on the second, is the covered-cell concept. It solves the problem that, for fixed-size input objects, the number of intersections of subfacets grows as O(N 3 ). Thus, no initial cull can suffice. However, although the total number of intersections may be O(N 3 ), the number of visible intersections, that is, intersections that are not contained in some input object, grows only linearly, under broad conditions. Only these visible intersections contribute to the result. However, if the grid cell size is smaller than the object size, then as the set of objects gets denser, with ever higher probability a particular cell will fall completely inside some object. Thus, in that cell, no intersections will visible, and so no intersections need be determined in that cell. The number of tests that need to be performed, i.e., in cells not completely covered by objects, is linear, not cubic.
UNION3's simple flat data structures permit it to fork copies of itself to utilize multi-processor machines. This contrasts favorably to topological sweep methods, which are harder to parallelize. The parallelizability of the uniform grid is presented in more detail in (KF95; FK93; NF92a; NF92b; NF91a; FK90; Kan90; Nar91).
UNION3 processes all the polyhedra in one pass instead of repeatedly combining them pair by pair. The first step finds the candidate output vertices. These are the 3-face intersections, edge-face intersections, and input vertices. Next, the candidates are culled by deleting those inside any polyhedron. The volume is the sum of a function of each survivor. Input degeneracies are processed with Simulation Of Simplicity. Since UNION3 never explicitly determines the output polyhedron, messy non-manifold cases become irrelevant. No complicated topological structures are computed. The expected time is linear in the number of input, even when the number of intersections is superlinear. That the time is indeed linear is supported by our implementation's ability to process 20M small cubes.
What UNION3 is Not
(1) We do not propose that objects be modeled as the union of identical cubes.
The point of this paper is to demonstrate the feasibility of the concept by means of a prototype implementation, using an easily implementable subset of all possible polyhedra. (2) Although this prototype implementation is for identical cubes, the concepts are not restricted to this, but extend to general polyhedra. (3) This is not a Monte Carlo or other statistical sampling technique. The output is exact to the arithmetic precision of the computations. (4) UNION3 is also not a voxelization or octree method, where the universe is partitioned into voxels, and each object is represented as the union of a set of voxels, and everything is only as accurate as the voxel size. Although superficially similar, our uniform grid is quite different. Different grid sizes affect only the execution time and space, but have no effect on the result. Input cubes generally overlap grid cells only partially. (5) The general concept is also not limited to unions. Processing general constructive solid geometry trees appears feasible. However, efficiently culling the impossible output vertices in the general case is still future research, which would build on the foundation established in (Til84). Special cases, such as two level sum-of-products formulae, appear quite doable, efficiently.
Volume Determination
The volume of a cube with vertices (x, y, z) may be expressed as V = i s i x i y i z i , where s i = ±1. For any particular vertex, s = +1 iff an odd number of the three faces adjacent to that vertex are on the high side of the cube. The volume of any rectilinear polyhedron, whose edges and faces are all aligned with the coordinate axes, is still V = i s i x i y i z i , if the definition of s is generalized for every possible local vertex geometry. Our implementation uses this formula. The above formula easily extends to other mass properties, such as mass moments of any order. These formulae are related to Greene's theorem. (LR82a; LR82b) is an excellent summary of Greene's theorem and many related formulae for different representations.
Likewise, lower dimensional mass properties, such as face area and edge length may be computed as A = s i x i y i and L = s i x i with the s i in each case a function of the local geometry of the vertex. Throughout this paper "volume" includes any mass property.
All the above extends to general polyhedra, as described in (NF91a; Fra87), although the implementation is considerably harder. Indeed, there are varying classes of formula, depending on how much topology is available. (Mir96) also describes efficient polyhedron formulae. Suppose that we have only the set of incidences of output vertices, edges lines, and face planes, together with which side is inside. For instance, for a cube, each vertex would induce six such incidences. Then if P is the vertex position,T is a unit tangent vector along the edge incident on it,N is a unit vector normal toT in the plane of the face, andB is a unit binormal vector, normal to bothT andN pointing into the polyhedron, then the volume is V = − 1 6 P.T P.N P.B . Similar formulae obtain for other mass properties. Figure  1 illustrates this for a cube. Each visible (vertex, edge, face) tuple is check marked, except for one that is starred. For that one, the vectors P ,T ,N , andB are shown.
There are three classes of output vertices resulting from uniting a set of polyhedra: (1) a vertex of one of the input polyhedra, (2) an intersection of an edge with a face, and (3) an intersection of 3 faces.
An output vertex must not be contained in any polyhedron. Therefore, the process goes as follows. (1) Generate a candidate output vertex of one of the above types. (2) Test to see if it's outside all the polyhedra. (3) If so, then compute its sign based on its neighborhood, and add another term into the running total of the volume.
We define "intersection" to exclude components of the same polyhedron. That is why edge-face and 3-face intersections are different cases, even though every edge might be considered as the intersection of two adjacent faces.
The naive algorithm would test all triples of faces for intersection, requiring T = θ(N 3 ) time. However we use a uniform grid data structure, introduced by (Fra78), with applications, i.a., in (Nar91), (Kan90), (AFKN89), (HH90), (FK90), (KF95) , and (FSS + 94), to reduce that, as follows.
(1) Superimpose a 3-D grid with G×G×G cells on the universe. A reasonable cell size is half the average polyhedron size; however a wide range of G is acceptable (2) For each cell, initialize an empty list, to be populated later, of items overlapping it. (3) Iterate through the polyhedra. For each polyhedron, P:
(a) Determine which grid cells P completely encloses. Mark those cells as covered. If it is, then look up its sign in a table, based on the directions of its three faces, and add a term to the running total for the volume. (b) Test all pairs of edges and faces from L, from two different polyhedra, for intersection, and process the intersections as before. A face and edge intersect if (a 0 , a 1 , a 2 ), the intersection point of the face plane and the edge line, is inside both the face and edge. The contribution to the volume of the union is computed as follows.
f index of this face in its cube, from 0 to 5 e index of this edge in its cube, from 0 to 11 ∆v = (2(f &1) − 1)(2(e&1) − 1)(2((e 1(−1))))a 0 a 1 a 2
(1)
where & means bitwise and and means to shift the left argument right by the number of bits specified by the right argument. The other operations are arithmetic. This assumes that the faces of each cube are ordered: lo X, hi X, lo Y, hi Y, lo Z, hi Z, and that the edges likewise have a fixed precise order. The contributions of this intersection to the surface area and edge length of the union are two other similar formulae. (5) Iterate through the vertices, testing whether each is outside all the polyhedra. For each outside vertex, then determine its s, and add s · x · y · z to the volume running total.
Determining whether point X is contained in any polyhedron proceeds as follows.
(The precise identity of the containing polygon is unnecessary.)
(1) Compute which cell, C, contains X.
(2) If C is covered, then X is contained in some polyhedron.
(3) Otherwise, test whether any polyhedron in C's list contains X.
Our implementation handles only identical cubes, although the theory extends to general polyhedra. Allowing only cubes removed numerical roundoff problems and vastly simplified the implementation, while still demonstrating the algorithm.
This implementation handles degeneracies via Simulation of Simplicity (SoS), (EM88) for volume computation. For instance, whenever a point is tested against a face, the three polyhedra whose faces intersected to create that point are brought along. In cases of a coordinate equality, the polyhedron numbers are compared to break the tie. However, then the computed area and length differ from the result of a regularized set union. Say that two polyhedra share a face. With SoS, either both faces will be counted, or neither will, depending on which polyhedron has the lower number.
The importance of the covering cell concept requires emphasis. The bad case for any intersection algorithm is when the objects are large, as shown in Figure 2 , so that there are a cubic number of 3-face intersections. However we don't need all the intersections, but only those that are outside all polyhedra, i.e., visible. Figure 3 shades the covered cells, and X's the covered intersections. The number of visible intersections grows much more slowly than the total number of intersections. Indeed, under some reasonable assumptions analyzed in (Fra04), it grows only linearly. Therefore, the covering cell concept can reduce the intersection time from cubic to linear. It also reduces the query time to test point containment from linear time per point down to constant time per point. Indeed, the average number of polyhedra contained in each cell is constant, with reasonable cell sizes.
A major objection to the uniform grid is that it will fail when presented with real world data, since the real world is not uniform. This point is obvious, but wrong, as described in (AFKN89). Although it is counterintuitive, it can be shown that, in these applications, the grid structure tolerates nonuniform input as well as a hierarchical structure such as the quadtree, and the implementation is simpler. Consider, for example, the simpler case of finding 2D edge intersections. Let the number of edges in the i-th grid cell be k i , and the total number of edges be N , 
An analysis of the asymptotic execution time for the full algorithm is given in (Fra04).
The bad case for both a grid and a quadtree would be many close, correlated, edges, which do not intersect. Imagine N/2 edges uniformly distributed, and the other N/2 edges uniformly distributed in a square of size 2 −N × 2 −N in one corner. One grid size is inadequate for both groups of edges. However, a quadtree would require so many levels that it would also be too slow. A topological sweep could handle this case, but at the cost of a complicated data structure that is difficult to parallelize and takes O(N log N ) time. However, first, log N is nontrivial for current N . Second, topological sweeps are much harder in 3D. Finally, and most important, the sweep finds all intersection vertices, including all Ω(N 3 ) hidden ones.
The parallel implementation of the algorithm goes as follows.
(1) Do steps 1 to 3 in one process (the main process); they are only a small fraction of the total time. (2) Let M be the desired number of parallel processes. 
Why Not Use Global Topology?
The intersection process directly produces only local topological information about the output polyhedron. It may look easy to link up this local topological info to find the output polyhedron's boundary. In practice, it is not easy, even in 2-D, and is much worse in 3-D. Our estimate is that doing this would double the number of lines of code, more than double the execution time (since exact computation would now be required), and introduce assorted nasty special cases, with the variety of possible manifold and non-manifold instances that would need correct handling. Nevertheless, if this is desired, a sketch of the process goes as follows, to combine a set of isolated vertex neighborhoods into edges and faces, then into loops and shells. The result might be in the form of the very useful data structures in (GS83; Bri89), except that variable-length arrays are more efficient than linked lists.
(1) Each output vertex neighborhood forms the end and direction of one or more edges. Compute these edge ends, as a set {(P,D)}, where P is the endpoint of an edge, andD is the unit vector along it. (2) Since the two ends of one edge must be on the same infinite line, group those ends according to whether they are on the same infinite line. (3) For each infinite line: if there are exactly two ends on it, and they point to each other, then we have an edge. If there are an even number greater than two ends, then sort them along the infinite line, and group them into adjacent pairs, each forming one edge. Otherwise, if there are an odd number of ends, then report an inconsistency. (4) Each output vertex neighborhood also forms a vertex of one or more output faces. Compute those vertices. (5) Group the vertices according to the infinite planes that they are incident on. This is well defined since each vertex knows the directions of its incident edges.
(6) For each infinite plane found in the previous step, identify any edges that are incident on it. (7) In each infinite plane, connect up the vertices and edges on it into faces, while checking for inconsistencies. (8) If there is more than one face per plane, then determine the inclusion relations among them. (9) Group the faces into shells.
The actual process is worse than is apparent from the above brief summary. Our experience is that the much simpler case of combining only two (2-D) polygons requires perhaps 1000 lines of code, of quality such that testing point inclusion in a polygon is only 10 lines.
When combining only two polyhedra, there is an alternative to computing an unorganized set of vertices and then determining the global topology. That is, to trace out the boundary of the resulting polyhedron by following along the boundaries of the two input polyhedra. As always, nonmanifold cases cause complications. In addition, it is completely unclear how to extend this to trace out the union of many polyhedra in one step, without forming a tree of unions of smaller sets of input polyhedra.
Implementation Tests
The HW is a dual 2.4 GHz Xeon with 4GiB of real memory. The SW is SuSE 8.2 linux and the Intel C++ compiler. The program is about 1000 lines of code, excluding debugging lines, comments, and blank lines. The input cubes are generated with a combination of three Tausworth random number generators, which is much better than the widely used class of linear congruential generators. One problem with even the best linear congruential generators is that, if we let the generated numbers be x i , then the 3-D points (x i , x i+1 , x i+2 ) fall on a relatively small number of parallel planes. Figure 4 shows some sample runs, varying the number of cubes, edge length, grid resolution, and number of processors. The grid resolution and number of processors affect the time for a given input. For each run, the CPU time is reported, conservatively, as the sum over all the processes. However, since 4 threads can execute in parallel, the elapsed time is usually much less.
The added line has a slope of one, which would be T = Θ(N ). The observed time performance appears to be slightly worse than linear. This is principally caused by memory limitations, which force a suboptimally small grid resolution to be used for large datasets. Table 1 shows some statistics from the largest case. Lengths are scaled so that the universe is 1 × 1 × 1. The actual edge length is 32768/(approx inverse edge length), rounded to a multiple of 10 (to make the numbers easier to read when debugging). The hard limit affecting the implementation is the available real memory. (If the total virtual memory of all the processes greatly exceeds the real memory then the amount of paging can hurt performance by more than an order of magnitude.) This limit also inhibits the use of a finer grid, which would reduce the time in some cases. In this largest case, that limitation meant that there were no covered cells. One solution to the memory problem is to subdivide the problem, then execute the parts sequentially, not in parallel.
How do we know that the above numbers are correct? Although errors are always possible, several indicators give us confidence. First, summing the addends mostly cancels out so that the final volume is in the range [0, 1]. Any erroneous addend is likely to produce a total that is out of range. Second, we constructed nasty test cases involving many cubes exactly overlapping or aligning along faces. (This also tested the SoS code.) The computed volume was always correct.
Third, for random input, we can estimate the volume as follows. For N independent and uniformly distributed cubes, each of volume v, the expected union volume is
The agreement between the predicted and computed volumes is excellent.
Non-Uniform Data and the Uniform Grid
It's not a priori obvious that the uniform grid can handle non-uniform data, at least without adapting into a quadtree. Formally, since the execution time contains terms that both increase and decrease with G, the best G is a broad optimum, and therefore if some cells contain, say, an order of magnitude more objects than the average, there's no problem. However, the best demonstration is by using real data, from diverse application domains. Figure 5 shows the intersections of the edges of two anisotropic meshes from Mark Shephard and Xiangrong Li. Figure 6 is a detail from it. Together these two meshes have 54057 edges, whose lengths are quite variable, ranging in length from about 0.002 to 0.23, a factor of 100. These figures show the edges' extremely uneven density and orientation, which is a bad case for the uniform grid. Nevertheless, we can easily process this data. Before these experimental results were available, we considered using a multilevel grid, but that was unnecessary.
With a 90 × 90 uniform grid, we found all 64273 intersections of these edges in under 2 CPU seconds on a 1600 MHz laptop. That time includes reading the edge file and writing the intersections. No drastic optimization steps were necessary. Serious profiling and optimizing would probably reduce that time considerably. The average edge crossed 3 grid cells. In each of the 8100 cells, we tested all pairs of edges for intersection; 2,650,725 tests in all. Those tests are quite fast, so it's better not to filter the edges more thoroughly. There resulted 127,606 intersections, or 63,273 after duplicates were removed. Figure   Figure 7 shows a cartographic application, with data from Denis White. The input is two planar graphs or maps. The first map is coterminous US counties, with 55068 vertices, 46116 edges, and 2985 polygons. The second map shows hydrography polygons, with 76215 vertices, 69835 edges, and 2075 polygons. The density variation between urban and rural regions is clear. Intersecting the two maps and reporting the areas of all the nonempty polygon intersections took 1.58 CPU seconds on the laptop, plus I/O time.
Finally, Figure 8 shows an integrated circuit designed by Jim Guilford, again with a wide variation in line segment density. With a uniform grid, we easily found all the intersections. Since these three examples are 2-D, we are searching for large 3-D examples to test.
Conclusion
This prototype implementation demonstrates that simple data structures, with no global topology, are an excellent method for processing large geometric datasets in 3D. The resulting implementations are simpler, faster, can process very large datasets, and can be parallelized.
Our method performs particularly well for very dense sets of objects, where most cells are covered, which is the worst case for sweep-line methods. It also is not merely a toy demonstration, but scales up to very large datasets. In addition, this technique would also support other operations, not yet implemented, such as online computation of mass properties, as polyhedra are inserted and deleted. Insertion is easy. Deletion requires identifying the candidate output vertices that are now visible since they were hidden only by the deleted polyhedron. Computing properties of more complicated boolean operations is feasible. Producing the explicit output polyhedron is also possible, though considerably more complicated. This could even be extended to collision detection of moving objects, each composed of the union of many simple polyhedra.
